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YOUR SOBRIETY IS ANOTHER DREAM

6 November 2021, 2pm, HELIOSSEET once again released the collection in
digital show. Since coexisting with the pandemic, we have deeply
experienced the intangible and immense power of nature. We take this
opportunity to express our gratitude to the people who have unfortunately
passed away due to the pandemic and all the people who contributed
silently. May everyone cherish and revere life. The 6 th collection has come
to a space between reality and fantasy, a land of returning to the original.
Old, is the keyword for this collection, and it’s consistently developing from
HELIOSSEET.
After the video ended, the music is still echoing in the ears with the forest’s
ambient sound, and the models seem to have staged a show in a cabin deep
in the jungle, bringing the audience to the scene. Various contrasts and
detailed differences are integrated. The 6th collection combines the
rationality and sensibility of freedom and hedonism, frankness with sexy,
and modernity with familiar old things. The designer avoids trendy
colours, but also incorporates the oriental traditional clothing wrapping
technique in this collection.
The fabric used in this collection are vibrantly mixed with previous stocks,
some classic woven blankets, handled with oriental flat cutting into freesize to reduce wastage . Moreover, oxidized prints on Cupro, wax stamped
polka-dot on textured linen are some signature techniques in used, and
never forget our essential draped cape-dress in silk.
Clothing should be part of the art of living; all the wonderful objects appear
over the boundaries of times, places, cultures, languages; the same goes to
the human body. The beauty fades, but the personality lasts forever. We
are making timeless designs and its harmony with your spirit, aesthetics,
and surrounding, and we believe that, it is your own beauty magnify them
after all.
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B E A D E D S H O E S
C O L L A B O R A T I O N

V E N U E
P A R T N E R S H I P

Styling % Director % Videographer*Helios Seet
Casting *Lingeysh HMUA * Moxie Featuring* Keh Yee % Moxie % Lingeysh
Editor *Issac Music Composer *Mumo
Mandarin Writer *Fu Chuan English Translator *Ma Yu Xuan
Special Thanks * Esther Loo % Ah Piao %Sze Che % Jin Xian

*All the visual production are done during the Malaysia Movement Control Order period by strictly
following the government policies.
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